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Abstract: The process of speech enhancement tends to 

decrease the noise with keeping undistorted speech signal 

amplitude. There are several benefits of speech processing 

systems which comes with the some challenges. In this paper, we 

proposed ASSA technique that used to tackle the de-noising and 

dereverberation in a single channel speech signal. The model is 

processed using sparse representation prototype in order to 

perform the de-noising process, where it remove the noise that 

present in speech signal more thoroughly. Where matrix 

factorization and SIFT is used to model the speech signal 

spectrogram, a time-varying filter is used to minimalize the 

noise more effectively. The noise adaptive model is implemented 

via iterative updating parameters in order to approximate the 

lower reverberant speech signal in a SIFT domain. Afterwards, 

the proposed ASSA technique compute the variation in estimated 

speech signal in order to decrease the noise components and to 

predict the final speech magnitude. In order to evaluate the 

performance of proposed system it is compared with state-of-art 

techniques using some performance metrics. 

 

Index Terms: Adaptive Speech Spectrogram Approximation 

(ASSA), Short-Interval Fourier Transform (SIFT), Matrix 

Factorization, Noise, Dereverberation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  In general, the speech signals are corrupted via the noise, 

which create challenges for the researchers in order to reduce 

the noise in speech signal. It is very important and 

challenging field when it comes to make several 

communication devices such as mobile phones and hearing 

aids, where these devices should work reliably in contrary 

acoustic scenarios (i.e. busy road or crowded mall). The 

captured speech signals using different microphone have 

acoustic noise that provide detrimental impact on the speech 

signal performance. Overcoming these noise effect has been 

trending topic of research in several recent years as per the 

increasing requirement for efficient technologies of the 

speech communication under the challenging scenarios. 

However, some development has made in both multi and 

single channel speech processing, the process of single 

channel enhancement is tends to be the noise robust 

technique but inappropriate for processing speech signal in 

many real time speech datasets. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Commonly, the techniques of single-channel speech are 

classified into the following types; nonlinear mapping [1], 

inverse filtering [2], [3], and probabilistic based procedures 

[4]–[6] and spectral enhancement [7], [8], [9]. The 

approaches of non-linear mapping not consider any different 

prototype for noise reverberation, instead this make use of 

parallel training data computation to acquire the function of 

nonlinear mapping using spectrogram of reverberant speech 

in order to clean speech signal. In [1], a fully end-to-end 

Deep Neural Network (DNN) is considered, where mean 

squared error (MSE) of speech signal between noise free 

speech log-power spectrum and the outcome of DNN is 

computed to minimize the noise. In addition, the obtained 

outcome has also improved through taking 1st and 2nd order 

interval derivatives of speech input features, these technique 

of speech enhancement can provide decrement in overall 

quality of speech [10]. 

 The techniques of inverse filtering are used to reconstruct 

the original speech signal through developing an inverse 

filter tends for room impulse response, depending upon this 

type of observation of clean speech linear prediction residual 

that fourth order has less residually than reverberant speech. 

In [2], the estimation of the impulse response is computed by 

inverse filter using maximization of fourth order moment 

under linear prediction of inverse filter. In [3], similar 

approach has been considered in order to maximize 

normalized third-order moment at linear prediction residual 

of inverse filter. However, these types of methods reimburse 

only for the effect of coloration that happened due to early 

reflections, which required to be used as the conjunction with 

preceding reverberation conquest techniques to obtain better 

performance of noise reduction. The scenario when room 

impulse response is estimated or known, then inverse 

filtering method can directly apply by using homomorhic 

methods [11], [12] or using frequency or time domain 

methods [13]. The noise reduction have major limitation that 

can provide negative on quality of speech and intelligibility. 

In [14], a single-channel filter using minimum-variance 

distortion-less-response is consider in a case of single 

channel in order to avoid speech distortion.  

 In [15], a framework is consider of higher-order sub-band 

filters for speech-distortion weighted using inter-frame 

Wiener filter (SDW-IFWF), 

where filters are used to 

utilize the μ parameters that 

sets a relation in between 
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speech distortion and noise reduction. In addition, traditional 

technique has used for the multi-channel applications at 

SDW multi-channel Wiener filter (SDW-MCWF), also a 

several type of SDW-IFWFs from the SDW-MCWF principle 

is derived in order to form a first rank SDW-IFWF. The 

modeling of acoustic channel is considered in [4] with 

respect to time dependent linear combination, where the 

speech signal and all-pole filters codebook is modeled by a 

block wise time based autoregressive technique. The channel 

source parameters and probability density function (PDF) is 

estimated using Bayesian inference, it is applied effectively 

on data simulation under some range of frequency. Though, 

the problem comes when the source models and assumed 

channel are not follow the data successfully. An extension of 

multi-channel linear probability method has used in [5] using 

the Bayesian inference in order to optimize spectrograms in 

the case of single-channel case. In [16], a positive 

auto-regressive noise model is proposed using data-driven 

manner where, the approach assumed to be under a 

noise-free scenario that is impractical in real-time scenarios. 

In [17], a convolute transfer protocol is proposed for the 

modeling of speech spectrogram and room impulse response 

via the non-negative matrix factorization to apprehension the 

spectral feature of speech signal. Moreover, two approaches 

has considered to get optimize solution for clean speech 

signal and room impulse response parameters, which 

simultaneously computed via the iterative apprise rules.  

  The FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filter under a 

composite short-interval Fourier transform (SIFT) domain is 

considered in [18], where the processing of each sub-band 

has done independently, also a recursive approach of 

expectation-maximization is used. Whereas, two steps has 

performed, first step to get the coefficient of clean speech 

with using Kalman filter and second step to updates the 

comprising vector parameters in order to get the variances of 

noise and speech signal. In this paper, we proposed an 

approach for enhancement of single channel speech signal, 

where we majorly concentrated of de-noising and 

dereverberation performance that executed using our 

proposed adaptive speech spectrogram approximation 

(ASSA) technique. The model is processed using sparse 

representation prototype in order to perform the de-noising 

process, where remove the noise present in speech signal 

more thoroughly. The magnitude of SIFT coefficient is used 

in spectrogram domain, also in each frequency the 

reverberant signal is computed through convolving the 

magnitudes of SIFT and make use of difference between the 

noise and clean speech signal. Initially, the noise adaptive 

model is implemented via iterative updating parameters in 

order to approximate the lower reverberant speech signal in a 

SIFT domain. Afterwards, using the obtained information of 

noise and speech signal the gain is computed to update the 

iterative parameters for better clean speech signal. The 

considered dataset is taken from TIMIT database [19] and 

proposed model is compared with state-of-art techniques. 

II. PROCEDURE FOR PAPER SUBMISSION 

Here, we have proposed an adaptive speech spectrogram 

approximation approach in order to overcome the de-noising 

and dereverberation for single-channel speech signal, fig 1 

shows the block diagram of proposed scheme. Where matrix 

factorization and SIFT is used to model the speech signal 

spectrogram, the de-noising process is considered to 

minimalize the noise more effectively. Initially the clean 

speech signal with the noise is taken as the input, then it 

forwarded for matrix factorization in order to learn the 

patterns associated with signal. Furthermore, the proposed 

model is implemented through the iterative updating 

parameters to approximate the lesser reverberant speech 

signal. 

The detailed formulation of our proposed scheme is given 

below, where )(ag shows for the clean speech signal 

and )(ad denotes for the impulsive response of B length in 

SIFT magnitude domain. Therefore, the resulting signal is 

get through by convolving impulsive response with the 

speech signal as; 
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Where, the convolution is denoted by * and shows for 

sample index, the h-th frequency at k frame in the SIFT 

domain is approximated by; 
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D, G and F1
signify the complex value SIFT of d, g 

and f
1

respectively, the length impulsive response is 

denoted by Bd
under the SIFT space. While considering the 

symmetric transformation of SIFT, only half of positive 

magnitude is considered in F1
size by taking use of FFT 

and e denotes the column matrix. 

 

 
Fig 1: Block diagram of proposed model 
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Here, we aimed to enhance the speech signal at noisy 

reverberant scenario, where the speech signal is associated 

with the additive noises, then the resulting signal can be 

written as follows; 
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 Where, noise signal is denoted by )(ap . The assumed 

sound is modeled with the speech signal and the noise 

reverberant parts are also considered as noise. This is 

considered to get reliable and better estimation of D
'  

because we have used fixed impulsive response at a period of 

time. The main aim of this study to optimize the speech from 

SIFT magnitude under the reverberant noisy signal. The 

speech enhancement process using sparsity model can be 

represented by the low-rank factorization matrix [20], where 

the non-negative matrix representation of noise and speech 

signal are denoted byp
and g

respectively, which also 

corresponds top
and g

non-negative coefficients. 

 However, the temporal property of speech is generally used 

in several speech work such as automatic speech recognition, 

music transcription and speech enhancement. All of these 

work are taken into account to model the spectrogram. 

Moreover, the temporal signal continuity is utilizes, where 

the span frames J are considered, so the signal model can be 

written as; 
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Where, the j denotes for J consecutive frames that are 

considered to stack the temporal continuity, so the F j

'
 is a 

stacked form of noise reverberant signal, the frames 0.5 (J - 

1) of SIFT magnitudes initial and after present frames are 

joined as single frames as stacked frame. Consecutively, 

the F j

'
 frame size is given as; 

KJH
F J

 )15.0('    (6) 

The pj
and gj

parameters are acknowledged from the 

stacked SIFT magnitudes, and the computation of D j
' is 

done by J times of the D
'  in a direction of row. Then scheme 

a time-varying filter in order to improve the speech signal 

[21]. Several type process always have some type of 

limitation, while minimizing the noise to get enhanced 

speech signal, due to the high correlation between noise and 

speech and, the complex noise reverberant scenario. 

Therefore, we provide the de-noising process more 

thoroughly, where the speech is enhanced from the scenario 

of noisy reverberant via divided the impulsive response d to 

the and shorter impulsive responses. From our 

proposed model the signal model is extended as; 
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Where, and signify the length 

of and impulsive responses under a time domain, the 

less reverberant signal is denoted by s(a), which is the 

convolving outcome of clean speech signal at shorter 

impulsive responses. The denotes for the less reverberant 

stacked speech signal in SIFT domain, so our proposed 

model has able to get enhance speech signal from the noisy 

environments. Initially, the values of and are computed 

then is computed afterwards. Moreover, in order to 

calculate the sparsity properties of speech signals, the 

sparsity penalties [22] are used in SIFT domain. 

The element wise is performed to divide the matrices, the 

initial stage parameters are computed by taking average of 

consecutive frames J at individual update, afterwards its 

repeated for time J in a direction of row in order to 

compute . Consecutively, iterations are performed for 

lesser noise speech magnitude , so on the sparse 

coefficient and D
'
1 impulsive response is computed. Here, 

we is directly can be uses and mask is modeled to 

compute the lesser noise speech signal output at the end of 

initial processing and  represent the approximate signal 

error. So whatever noise has left in initial processing, we will 

going to discard in second stage process, where we make use 

of mask to compute lesser noisy signal. Therefore, the both 

noise reduction and dereverberation are used in this stage of 

process, so the considered cost function can be written as; 
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Where, and denotes for the trade-off parameters in 

between the error approximation, also the sparsity controls 

tends to have the different sparse coefficients such 

as; for the noisy signal and for the speech signal. A 

predefined iterations are done to estimate 

the and sparse coefficient, and
D
~ '

2
impulsive 

response.    
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Therefore, the estimated final speech magnitude 

is , which computed by taking convolution of unstacked 

mask and F j

~'

, the operation of unstacked is done by taking 

inverse transformation of the approximated stacking.  

Finally, the proposed ASSA technique computed the 

variation in estimated speech signal in order to decrease the 

noise components and 

enhancing the speech 

components from 

single-channel mixture to 
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predict the final speech magnitude. 

 

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this section, we are going to evaluate the proposed 

adaptive speech spectrogram approximation technique with 

some state-of-art techniques, where the received signals are 

acquired by convolving the considered speech signals with 

adding several types of different reverberant (that is signal to 

noise ratio (SNR)) and impulsive noise responses. Here, the 

considered dataset is taken from TIMIT database [19] and it 

have sample frequency of 16kHz, where the total length of 

the dataset is 3 sec and the speech signal has eleven number 

of words.  

Scenario-A 

 
Fig 2: The considered Clean Speech Signal 

 
Fig 3: The Observed Noise Signal 

 

 
Fig 4: Noise Input Speech Signal 

The Informed Wiener (InfW) [23] filtering approach is 

considered for the comparison purpose, which incorporates 

the power spectral density (PSD) of latent speech by 

minimum mean-square error (MMSE) approximation 

framework at complex speech spectral magnitudes. 

Therefore, it includes joint distribution of the speech PSD 

and complex speech magnitude, which are conditioned on 

the noisy environment and it resolved by Bayesian filter and 

speech PSD priors. Similarly some other approach has also 

been consider such as P Bayes [23] histogram technique and 

SS Wiener [23] in order to evaluate the performance of our 

proposed model. Here, we rely on several performance 

metrics in order to enhancement of the noise speech signal, 

the segmented SNR (segSNR) [24] due its relationship with 

mean square error and the score of short-time objective 

intelligibility (STOI) [25]. The evaluation of results under 

some speech shaped noise is done in scenario A and using the 

white Gaussian noise is done in scenario B that has used in 

existing system. 

Figure 2 shows the considered clean speech signal that is 

taken from TIMIT database [19], figure 3 shows the observed 

noise signal where the input SNR is considered of -10 dB and 

figure 4 shows the noise input speech signal. Finally the 

estimated clean speech signal is given in figure 5, and in 

order to evaluate the estimated clean speech signal we have 

computed segmented SNR that shows in figure 6, where the 

average segmented SNR value is 13.6dB. 

 
Fig 5: Estimated Clean Speech Signal 

 
Fig 6: Segmented SNR (dB) as per the Sampling Time (s) 
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Scenario-B 

 
Table 1: STOI values using several Approaches with White 

Noise 

Input 

SNR 

(dB) 

ASSA InfW PBayes SSWiene

r 

-1

0 

0.979

4 

0.77

4 

0.5431 0.5411 

0 0.979

3 

0.89

1 

0.7982 0.7901 

1

0 

0.979

6 

0.95

8 

0.9467 0.9462 

 

 
Figure 7: STOI Score Comparison 

 

 
Figure 8: Segmented SNR (dB) as per the Sampling Time (s) 

under White Noise 

 

  In scenario-B, additive white Gaussian noise is 

considered, where table 1 shows the STOI score using several 

approaches and the graphical comparison is given in figure 

7. In -10dB input SNR, the proposed ASSA approach has 

performed 20.97% as compared to InfW [23], in 0dB and 

10dB SNR it performed 9% and 2% better STOI score then 

InfW [23]. Figure 8 shows for segmented SNR (dB) as per the 

sampling time (s) under white noise. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an ASSA method is proposed that based 

upon the sparse representation for the speech de-noising and 

dereverberation, where it make use of decomposition as the 

advantage. A long impulsive response is divided into the 

short impulsive responses in order to provide the speech 

de-noising and dereverberation more efficiently and save the 

time. Moreover, the temporal dynamics of speech property is 

considered through the temporal stacking process to obtain 

enhanced spectrogram signal model. The result analysis is 

done using segmented SNR and STOI score under two 

different noise scenarios, where our proposed model shows 

significant improvement in STOI score while comparing 

with state-of-art techniques. Therefore, our proposed model 

scheme has obtained enhanced speech de-noising and 

dereverberation performance. In future work, some other 

type of room noise or outside noise can be consider, also some 

other new algorithms can be model to provide better 

recognition of speech structures. 
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